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AN ASYMPTOTIC FORMULA IN ADELE

DIOPHANT1NE APPROXIMATIONS

BY

MELVIN M. SWEET

ABSTRACT. In this paper an asymptotic formula is found for the number of

solutions of a system of linear Diophantine inequalities defined over the ring

of adeles of an algebraic number field.  The theorem proved is a generalization

of results of S. Lang and W. Adams.

1. Introduction.  Serge Lang [5] defines a number to have type < g if g is

a positive increasing function for which \qb — p\ >  l/z7g(a) for all q sufficiently-

large.   Lang then shows that the number A(/V, b) of solutions of \qb — p\ < iff(q)

with q < N is asymptotic to S„ = 2|j , 2ifr(q) if b has type < g and iff decreases

so slowly that iff(q)qg(q)~    increases to infinity with a.   W. Adams [l] has ex-

tended this result of Lang to the simultaneous approximation of real numbers by

rationals.  I have also shown in [8] how these results may be extended to linear

forms.  The purpose of this paper is to show that the Lang-Adams theorem holds

for the approximation of linear forms in the ring of adeles over a number field k.

A p-adic theorem, as well as some of the results in [8], could be stated as corol-

laries to the theorem proved here.  The theorem proved is probably not the best

possible such theorem.  This is suggested by a metric example I will give later.

Diophantine approximations over the adeles have previously been considered

by David Cantor in [2].   In his paper Cantor shows adele analogues of some of

the basic theorems.  To some extent, I have followed Cantor in notation and set-

ting up the problem in the ring of adeles.

I wish to thank Professor W. Adams for his help and encouragement in my work.

2. Notation.   We use k to denote an algebraic number field of degree n with

ring of integers 0.   Let P be the set of all primes of k.  We write PM for the

set of all infinite primes, and PQ for the set of all finite primes.  When Pn and

P^ are used as subscripts, we will replace them by 0 and <» respectively.  For

ft e P, we let kp 2. k denote the completion of k with respect to ft.

We may assume PQ is the set of all prime ideals of 0.   For p. 6 Pn, x e k,

let v = vAx) be the ft-order of x.  We normalize the absolute value |  L associated

with ft so that |x|p = z\ft-v, where /Yft is the norm of the ideal ft.
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Let x —> x(!\ i = 1, • • • , 72, be the embeddings of k into C, the complex

numbers.   We arrange the notation so that the first R,  embeddings map into the

real numbers R and the remaining maps consist of R    pairs of complex conjugate

mappings listed so that

(R.+R,+ 7)       (R. + fl
x    x     2      =x    l        lot ¿=1,...,R2.

The infinite primes of k can be identified with the first R = Ry + R2 oí these

mappings.   We use |  | to stand for the ordinary absolute value on C.   If £> is the

infinite prime corresponding to x —» x^:), then we set |x|   = |x^| if kl*' is real,

otherwise we set |x|   = |x    |  .   The infinite prime $ is called real when /v''C

R and complex otherwise.  If £ is real, then k9 = R and we will often identify

k with a subfield of R by means of x —» x^!'.   A similar statement can be made

when  p. is complex, in which case &p = C.   Hence, if we write |  L  for the ex-

tension of |  |p  to &p, we may think of |  |p  as the ordinary absolute value when

kf = R and the square of the ordinary absolute value when k9 = C.

For £ e PQ, the set op of all x in k9 for which |x|p < 1 is the ring of  £-

adic integers of £p.  For £ £ P^, we set op = fcp.

Let S be any subset of P.   Consider the product Hk. over all $ £ S, with

componentwise algebraic operations.   For any a in this product we use ap to

stand for the £th component of a.   We define the ring ks of 5-adeles to be the

subset of this product consisting of all a with ap £ op for all but a finite number

of  )f).   Note that this is not the ring usually referred to as the S-adele ring.   We

embed k in ks by identifying a £ k with the element in ks, also denoted by a,

for which af = a £k    for all p e S.  We let SM = 5 O p^ and SQ = S n PQ.   Then

we can write k- = k-    x ks .   For a e ks we write a°° for the ks     component

of a, and we write a    fot the k.    component of a.

We denote the multiplicative group of units of ks by A|, and call this the

group of S-ideles. Clearly, a £ ks is an idele if and only if ap is nonzero for

all loin S and |ap|p = 1 for all but a finite number of \s £S.

We extend |  |p to ks by defining |a|p = |ap|p for a in ks.   For TC S and

a £ ks, put \a\- = llpe7. |a|p, if this product converges; and otherwise set |a|r

= 0.  So, if a e #£, then \a\T ¿ 0.  For a, b £ ks, write a< b if |a|   < |r;|    for

all p £ S, and write a< b if a < b and  |a|p < |è|p  for all infinite primes in S.

li S T> P„ and x = (x., • • • , x  ) £ £? we write |x] = max Ix.l1/"» where np is the
—        OQ 1 Í7IO 'í'P T

local degree of $ and the max is taken over all £ e PM and all ¿ satisfying 1 <

i < m.

We topologize ks in the usual way by requiring that the sets |x e ks: x—b

<a\, a £ kg, form a neighborhood basis at b in ks.   This makes ^s into a

locally compact additive topological group.
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It is well known that 0 is a discrete subset of kM and k^/o is compact.

If S C P., by the strong approximation theorem, k is dense in ks.

We now define some measures, all of which will be denoted by p when there

is no ambiguity.   Let p. be the Haar measure on k^ normalized so that Pp(ßtj) =

1 when ft e P     and so that pp is ordinary Lebesgue measure when ft e Pw.  The

Haar measure ps on ks is normalized by requiring that this measure agree with

the product measure on

ks(T) = n *p x n o-
peT 9eS-T

where T is any finite subset of S.  So

ps\x e ks: x <a\ = 2   1n  2\a\s.

Whenever we talk about a measure on k™ we mean the product measure p™.   If

G is a discrete subgroup of k™ we will always take the counting measure.  Fur-

thermore, if k™/G is compact we normalize the measure p on this group so that

the measure of the group is just the p? measure of any measurable set of repre-

sentatives in k™ of the cosets of G. So pU™/om) = 2~mR2\d\m/2 where d will

always stand for the discriminant of k.

If a is a topological automorphism of k™ the modulus of o is defined by

mod a = p(oX)/p(X) where X is any measurable set in &c.   If a is a ks module

automorphism of k™ with determinant det a, then mod a = |det a\s.

3.  Statement of the theorem.   Let L be the system

s

L.(x)= £ a.x.,       ¿= 1, •-., r,

7=1

of linear forms with coefficients in ks.  Set 7zz = r + s.  We will suppose z =

(zy ..., zm), x = (xj, • • •, xs), and y = (yy ..., yf) ate related by z = (x, y).

Suppose Ap is the ftth  component of the coefficient matrix of the system

(1) L](z)=±a]ñ-zi+s,      l<i<r.

7=1

Write <5p   for the determinant of the r x r submatrix of Ap with the ft-adic ab-

solute value of its determinant maximal.  We define 8 = zS(L) = (z5p) e ky   For

simplicity, we will assume that S D P   , except when we specifically state other-

wise.

We let iff be a mapping from the positive reals R+ to A|.  We would like to

count the number AN) of solutions x € 0s, y e or of

(2) L.(x)-y.<zp([xl),      1 < í < r,

1*1 < W.
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We will show how to do this when |^(f)|s does not decrease too fast.  Note, there

are only finitely many x £ 0s with [x] < N, because  [x] < N defines a bounded

region in k^ = R5" which therefore contains a finite number of points of the lat-

tice os. Also, in the same way the number of y corresponding to a given x in

(2) is finite.   In fact, if I^WI^ < 2~n, then y is uniquely determined; for, if y

and y   both correspond to the same x, then

y i = y i -y"i<H max IL .(*) - y\, L.(x) - y"? < Hifti{x\),

so

|Normy|.| = |y;.-y';|00<|H<A(|xl)|00<l

and thus y = 0.

We use Al to denote the transpose system

r

r=l

Let g: R+ —> R+ be an increasing function.  We say L has rype < g if

(3) max |AL(y) - x.|s < g{\z\Tl\z\-rn/s

has only finitely many solutions z = (x, y) £ Om.  The motivation for the right-

hand side of (3) is the following version of Dirichlet's theorem.

Proposition.   // S 3. PM then there are infinitely many z = ix, y) £ Dm such

that

li-.-W-yJ^cTFr5"*,     l<i<r.

// 5 Ç P.  then there are infinitely many z e Qm such that

|Lz.U)-yi.|c<crTTWr,       l<«<r.

Here c is some constant depending on k and L.

A proof of a slightly different version of this adele theorem may be found in

[2, Theorem 2.3].

We prove the following theorem.

Theorem.   Assume the following:

(i)  L has type < g.

(ii)  iffit) is decreasing.
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(¡ii)  F(t)"(T+2s) = \iff(t)\Tsts"g(ts/T)-s increases to ».

(iv)  ^°(í)<l, i.e.,  \iff(t)\   <1 for all finite primes ft e S.

(v)   \iff(t)\  |^(/)|_1 <C for ail pairs of infinite primes ftj, ft2, where C is

a constant independent of t.

Then the number Á(N) of solutions of (2) is

(4) A(N) = yJV"-VW|^ + 0^ -ñ¡—dj

with y = ns2Rm7TmR2\8(L)\-1\d\-m/2.

Remark. If we specialize the type theorem to the case k = Q, S = P , we

get the homogeneous version of the theorem in [8],

Remark.   If we assume S Ç_ P., delete condition (v), and replace the right-

hand side in condition (iii)  by \iff(t)\Tstm"g(ts r)~s, then we can show, by making

only minor changes in the proof of the above theorem, that the number of solu-

tions of (2) and \y] < N satisfies

A(N)-yJ""í"m-VWIWí

for some constant y.  This specializes to a p-adic theorem when k = Q.   A simi-

lar result may be proved when S includes some but not all primes of Px.

In §4 I develop some results from the geometry of numbers which I will need

when I prove the above theorem in §5. In §6 I will show how a metric result fol-

lows from this theorem.

4.  The geometry of numbers over k.  We call A an m-dimensional O-lattice

if A is a discrete D submodule of k™ and k™/A is compact; this last condition

is the same as requiring that A contain 772 fc-independent elements.  We call

p(zs™/A) the determinant of A and denote this by det A.  Note that 0m is a lat-

tice with det = 2   m   2\d\m'2.   From our identification of kx with R   *xC   2 Si

Rn, it is clear that an o-lattice is just an ordinary Rnm lattice with the same

determinant.  Note that not every lattice in Rnm is an O-lattice.

If a is an ideal of k, we let aA be the set of all sums 2 ax. with a. in

a and x. in A. It has been shown by K. Rogers and H. P. F. Swinnerton-Dyer

[7, Theorem l] that

Proposition 1. // A is an o-lattice in £™, there exist m k independent

points Pj, •••, P    2« A andan ideal ÍO ß ¿72 k such that

A= oP. +... + oP     , + bP
1 772" X

where the ideal class of Í depends only on A.

777
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We may now state the following:

Proposition 2.   aA is an o-lattice with det aA = Nifdet A.

Proof.   The first assertion follows from the expression

aA = O.P. + .. • + aP     , + abP .
1 777— I 777

To prove the second assertion we may suppose  a. is integral.   Then  oA Ç_ A and

oP, + ... + aP     , + fcP
1 777—1 777

A/aA =
O.P. + •••+ aP     , + ai>P

i Í7Z- 1 Ti

"(D/a)""-1* c/ab ^ (o/a)m

so the order of A/aA is (/Va)m.  The proposition now follows.

For x = (xj, • « •, xm), y = (yj, • • •, y   ) we denote the dot product by x • y

= 2. x.y..   Also, let Tr denote the trace function extended to k.   We define

A"1 = ix e ¿™: x • y e o for all y e Aj,

A* = ¡x £ kT: Tr(x • y) e Z for all y e Ai.

It is straightforward to show

Proposition 3.   A* = SD~ A    , where SD is the different of k, i.e. SD       is

the fractional ideal consisting of all x £ k   such that Tr(ax) £ Z for all a £ a.

If P., • • •, P     are the independent points in Proposition 1, we can find

points Pj, •••, Pm such that

r.-i>AutmU
1       '     10,   otherwis

So, A~* = oP.' + • • • + oP'      + b~1P', and hence A~l, and therefore, also,' 1 771 — I 777 '

A*, is an o-lattice. We call A* the polar lattice of A.  This is just the ordinary

polar lattice in Rnm with respect to the bilinear form (x, y) = Tr(x • y).

We now give some examples of D-lattices we will need latter.

Example 1.   Let L be the independent system L¿(z) = S^.j a .jr., 1 < i < m,

with a.. £ k^.  The coefficient matrix A of this system has determinant in &£,.

So, L determines an automorphism L: z —» Liz) = zA of km with mod L =

|det A\   .  If A is an o-lattice, then so is L(A).  It is clear that

det L(A) = mod L det A = |det A^ det A.

Now, let M be the system with coefficient matrix lA~    (the t stands for trans-

pose).  Then
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Liz) - Miw) = izA) - (tVA-1) = zAA-lilw) - z - w.

Hence  L(A)-1 = AlOV"1) and therefore also

L(A)* = ÍD-^ÍA)"1 = ÍD-'aKA"1) = AlCD-'A-1) = M(A*).

Example 2.   Assume S C_ P., and let L be the system of independent linear

forms L.(z)= "5.™ . a.Z., 1 < i < r< m, with coefficients a., £ k~.   Let € be an
7 J si       IJ    J IJ J

idele < 1  in ks and define

A = A.    = \z £ am C k1": L (z) < e, Ki< rl
L. ,€ —     oo i — —     —

Since all  (365 are nonarchimedean the set A,      is an o-module.  The set is

discrete because AL    C_ om.   Also, it contains the m ¿^-independent elements

ae. where a is an appropriately chosen element of o and e. is the 772-tuple with

1 in the z'th position and 0 elsewhere.   Hence A,     is an o-lattice.

We compute the determinant of AL f.   Let A be the rxm coefficient matrix

of the system L and let Ap be the (3th component of this matrix.   Write Sp for

the determinant of the rxr submatrix of Ap with the (3-adic absolute value of

its determinant maximal.   Also, write Sp for the determinant of the submatrix of

Ap with the ^-adic absolute value of its determinant maximum; this last submatrix

may be of any size i x i with 0 < i < r, and by convention we take the determinant

of a 0 x 0 matrix to be 1.  We define 8 = (Sp) e ks, 8' = (Sp ) e ks.

Proposition 4.   // 8, 8' are ideles and e < 8/8', then

detALt( = 2~mR2\d\m/2\e-r8\s.

Proof.   It suffices to prove the order of 0m/A is |e-rSL.  Set

E = \z £k™:z.<l, 1 <i<m],

E'= \z £k™: L.iz) <e, z.<l, 1 < i < r, l<j<m\.
o 7 — J — —

Since all  p in S ate nonarchimedean, E and E' ate groups with E' Ç_ E.   Because

0m is dense in E, each coset of E' in E contains an element of om and there-

fore the injection o"1 —» £ induces an isomorphism om/A = E/E'.   Thus, we

need to find the order #(£/£') of E/E1.  But piE)= 1.  So UiE/E') = piE'Y1,

and therefore it suffices to prove p(E') = |erS_1 L.

Consider the inequalities

(5) £-1L.iz)<l,    l<i<r,      z.<l,    l<j<m.
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Let ß be the coefficient matrix of the left-hand side of (5), and let Bp be the

ftth component of B. Let Cp denote the mxm submatrix of Bp  with the ft-adic

absolute value of its determinant maximum.   Clearly, det Cp = fT'det D» where

Dp is a j x j submatrix of Ap.  I claim that / = r, and therefore, clearly, det Dp

= Sp.  Suppose that /< r.  The submatrix of Ap with determinant zSp yields a sub-

matrix of Bp with determinant fp'Spi so |f-r<5|   < |fp"Jdet DpL and therefore

which is a contradiction.

We may assume Cp appears in the same rows of Bp  for each  ft.  We denote

the submatrix of B in these 772 rows by C.  The other rows of ß may be repre-

sented as linear combinations of the m rows of C.  By Cramer's rule, the coef-

ficients in these combinations will be of the form det C'/det C where C' is some

submatrix of B.   But, by the choice of C, det C'/det C < 1.  Hence, because all

ft e S ate nonarchimedean, the inequalities (5) hold if and only if the inequalities

hold for the rows of C.  Hence, E' = C~1E and therefore

p(E') = ptt-^) = (mod C'Ve) = Id« C_1|S ■ Wà-l\s-

This proves the proposition.

A theorem similar to Proposition 4 may be found in [6].

Suppose L has the form

s

(6) M*)=X>,/,-**+,'      * S'S*y=i
with 772 = r + s.  Then 8 = 8   and both are ideles.

We now compute the polar lattice of AL £ when L has the special form (6).

Let M be the transposed system
r

M.(w) = 727, + £   a   .227        , 1  < / < S,

2=1

so that

r s

0) z . w = -Yl L(z)w.c + Y. M.(w)z..
2=1 J=l

Define aL = a to be the integral ideal of k consisting of all a in 0 for which

*»« < 1» !<*'<>•> 1 < 7 < s.   Also, define 6 = f)f to be the ideal i>f = Ufes ftV|,(£);

so a e 0 is such that a < e if and only if a e b.  We now prove

Proposition 5.   ^a^A^^ Ç AM£.   // all the a., satisfy a.. < 1, then equality

holds.
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Proof.   Let e. be the 772-tuple with 1 in the z'th position and 0 elsewhere.

It is clear fcae. C A,.  So (bae.) • AT1 C 0, and therefore baA?1 C 0™.  Since
I   — L* lL<— L.        —

k is dense in kç, we can replace the a., by elements of k and still get the same

lattices A, ^A» ^  So assume a.. € k and set

a. = (0, ..., 0, 1, 0, • • -, 0, ay., •.., afj) £ km

where the 1 is in the /th position.  Because aa. £ ¡f and L^aa.) = 0, then

te. Ç AL, so (aa.). A"1 Ç 0.  By (7), with w £ abA^1 and z £ aa., we get

M.(abAr1)a=(abA71). aa.= af/Ar1 . aa.)Cab
; i- L. j L. j   —

so canceling the a's we have oîAt/çA.., as desired.

Now assume a.. < 1 for all i and /.  So  a= 0, and we can assume a., e 0.

Let w eAM and z £ AL.  Then M Aw) £ b and Liz) e b.  So, by equation (7), we

see that z - w £ b, and therefore z - (b~'w) e 0.   This shows that b-'A^ C_ A7 1

as desired.

It is easy to produce an example to show that equality does not in general

hold in Proposition 5.

5.   Proof of the theorem.   Let e be an idele with ip(0)> t > i/r(/\) and satisfying

(v')  lelp  lelp ' £ C i°r a^ infinite primes \>y, \¡2 where C is the constant of

condition (v).  Set lN = N/FÍN) and note 1 < ¡N < N if N is sufficiently large.

We first find an estimate of the number aiN, e) of solutions x e 0s, and y £ or

of the inequalities

L.(x)-y¿<f,       N-lN<[x\<N.

Define systems L and M by the formulas

Liz)

\z!a(i^ z-z\

for 1 < /' < s,

for s + 1 < i < m,

z. + Z «tfs^i    f°r ¿ < 7 < s,
f=l

Al .(z) =

y Z. f or s + 1 < j < ;
lN    '

where for a £ ks, as usual, a0" denotes the k^ component of a.  Note, we are

assuming real numbers such as lN ate embedded along the diagonal in kM.   Let
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L° be as in (1) and define M0 by
r

2=1

In Example 2 of §4 we used L° and e° to define an o-lattice A   „ = A   „   n with
L"       L",eu

determinant

detAL0 = 2_mR2|a-r/2|f-'5|v

Then, by Example 1 of §4, A = L(A   q) is an O-lattice with determinant

(8) det
(I   Vl                        v I"1

— I       det A     =-

with y, = 2        2|a'|m/2|z5(L)|s .  We see a(/\, f) is just the number of points of

A in the region T of A™ consisting of all zei™ satisfying

N - ¿n < [*1 < N,       x=(zj, ...,zs),

z. < lN,       i = s + I, ' • •, m.

Let B,  be the boundary of T expanded by the diameter b of some funda-

mental parallelepiped of A C_ R"m.   Then, if p is Lebesgue measure on R"m, we

see that

(9) AN, e) - -üH- + OÍ^-Y
V ; det A       \det A/

We have

p.T = ((2R vR 2zvr - (2R ̂  2(n - y")s)(2R vR 2y'

and

if

(10) ¿ « y

Using in (9) the value for det A given in (8), we get

(11) a(N,e-) = y|e-rcf!,  ,    /—»A+tXAi—Vl's»
J n~'n

provided that (10) holds, where
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y = «suVV/y, = 2mRnmR2\8\L)\-sM-m/2ns.

We now find an upper bound for b.  Let p., • • •, p      be the successive mini-

mum of A with respect to the distance function f* polar to the distance function

/: &™ ~*R+» fiz) = \z\.  It can be shown (see [3, Chapter V, Lemma 8])  there is

a basis Cy, • • •, cn of A satisfying f*ic!) < ]4nmp.. So, if we choose b to be

the diameter of the fundamental parallelepiped determined by this basis, we see

that

*<ZK.|«I/*(c.)«pnm.

By Mahler's theorem (see [3]), if p* is the first minimum of A* with respect

to /, then

(12) P\pnm « L

So, we can find an upper bound for p      and hence for b by finding a lower bound

for p^.  This is where we use the type condition.

If a= a n, b= b 0, and A  0 = A  0   Q are defined as in §4, we know

(13) A^çc-'A 0
L AT

where  C= iDbaÇo. Now Al and L are such that

MU1) . Ziz") = *' • z";

so, as in Example 1 of §4, the lattices A and A* = Al(A*n) are polar.  Define

X= ¡Ü(c-1A   „).

Then, by (13), A* Ç A.  So, if Pj is the first minimum of A with respect to /,

then p". < pî.   Hence, we will find a lower bound for py.

Choose z' £ C_1A   n such that fiz') = [z] = IT,.  By a simple application of

Minkowski's theorem, there is c £ C such that

[c] <i2Rln~R2\d\A Norme)Vn.

By the definition of b given in §4, we have

Normb=   Il   V^-Wï1,
peSQ 0

so [c] « \As ï/n ant^ therefore, also, |Norm c\ « \i\^ where the constants

implied by « do not depend on N.

We have z = cz' £ A   0 Co"1.  Hence, with this z = (x, y), we have
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r

* + Z4y/^e°'   i*is*
z' = l

From the definition of / and A we see that

r

(14) i=1
lN    _

Hence max. |x. + M .(y)|s < |Norm c|p"|e|s   « p ".   By the type condition, this

implies

(15) Arz])-1^-'»* «p"y

By (14) and condition (v ) for e,

171 < Vi^Fl « yzxM í^ci;1* = yi.Mí1*.

We also have [x] « yT, M J1/b from (14), since e < ifriO) implies that cpj <

(/w/eeo)c/t1 for large zV.   Therefore  |F| << yfjelj1/n, and then by (15)

Solving for Pj We get

(16) (\4rsiN"ngWs)1/mn«ï1-

Minkowski's convex body theorem says p"m < 2"mdet(A)/V, where V. is the

volume of the region defined by f(z) < 1.  It is easy to see (in the same way we

got (8)) that

p™ «det(A)=Norm ̂ WÑ^^M^V^s Q> « \AW"-

So, by our bound for  [z| , we have

\z~\mn « Ç,\(\-mpmln « y \c\-s = Nsn/FiN)sn\t\

From condition (iii), it is now easy to see that \z\ < zV       if N is large.  Hence

by (16)

(\4yNmáHs/r)-s)1/mn <<*!<£,

and therefoie from (12) and condition (iii)

b « Km <<^Ns/T)slrNn\<\JO Vmn « infín)-k
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Now (10) is clearly satisfied, so (11) now reads

(17) aiN,e) = y\e\rsf1   ,    <""l * + «W- H'***0"*

The rest of the proof follows Lang [5].  We apply formula (17) to e = i/r(/V)

and £ = iffiN - LJ to get the theorem.  Since iff is decreasing we see

aiN, ifAN)) < XiN) - XiN - /w) < afcV, #/V - /N)).

Then, by (17) with £ = <A(N) and f = ifriN - lN),

XiN) - XiN - lN)- y\ipAN)\rs fNN_¡N ?"X dt

(18) / ,        l^-/w)|'sN—^X
+ o^ivxw- y i j - ww»?*— */„ +-¿y--J-

Note, F increasing implies |i/r(r)|£/s" is also increasing.  Hence

\ifriN- lN)\rsiN- lNY" < \ifAN)YsNsn < \ifAN)\'siiN - /„)*" + snN*"- »/„),

so

sfjiV—^AOl'/«      Ü«;    |#AI)|'

N  S S iN-lNY" N FiN)

and therefore also \ifAN - lN)\Ts « \iffiN)\ £.  Using these estimates in (18) we get

(19) ̂ -Xw-V-ylv^Sj;.^«»-1*»^-      ^    *|

Now Fit) —» oo.  So if TV is large enough N - ¡N > Nil - l/FÍN))>N/2 and there-

fore, because iffit) and l/Fit) are both decreasing,

FiN) K< FiN) ~*N-*N Fit)        dU

Also, because iff is decreasing, we get

i**i*jG-i tSn~ldt=SN-i ww***-1*

(21)
+ Oii\if,iN- lN)Vs-\ifAN)\Ts)Nns-\).

We have already estimated the error term in this last expression.  Hence (19),

(20), and (21) yield
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Equation (4) now follows by induction.

6.  A metric theorem.  We put a measure on the space of all systems L of r

linear forms in s variables by identifying the form L with an re-tuple in k"

made up of the coefficients of L.  We will determine a type for almost all systems

L.  For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the case when S D P  .  As prepara-

tion we state the following adele version of the convergence theorem:

Proposition 6.   Let t: R+ —• k^.  If £ e s |f([x|)|¡l < «o then, for almost all

systems L, there are only finitely many solutions x e 0s, y e A of

(22) L.(*)-yf <«(!*!),    l<*'<r.

This is the easy part of the Khinchin metric theorem; the other part asserts

that, if the above sum diverges, then, under certain conditions, for almost all

systems L (22) will have infinitely many solutions.  A proof of this theorem for

the adeles, in the case s = 1, may be found in [2],

If k = Q and S = PM, the above proposition gives a type for almost all sys-

tems L.  However, in the general case, type is defined in terms of an inequality

on the volume |  L and not by simultaneous inequalities such as in (22), so the

proposition does not apply directly.   By modifying the proof of a theorem in [A,

p. 96] we can get what we need, if the set of primes S is finite.

Proposition 7.   Let S D P^, be a finite set of primes, and let e: R+~* R+.   //

e(t)<l    and  J"~ tnm-1e(t)H1-r') dt <oo,    1 > r, > 0,

then for almost all L,  there are only finitely many x e as,  y e r/ satisfying

(23) max |L(x) - y{\$ < e([z\),       z = (x, y).
2

Proof.   It is easy to see, if we replace (22) by

(24) inf 11, L.(x) - y.| < e([z\),       z = (x, y),   1 < i < r,

then the proof of Proposition 6 shows that for almost all systems L the inequalities

(24) have only a finite number of solutions when /^° tnm~ 1\At)\rsdt < » (the í in

(24) is as in Proposition 6, i.e., e: R+ ~* k^).

For the proof of Proposition 7, we assume, for the sake of simplicity, that r =

1.   Let F be the set of all L for which (23) has infinitely many solutions.   Sup-

pose (23) holds for z = (x, y).   If we put

(25) infil,|L1(x)-y1|p! = f([I[)r',(z)i
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then 7-p = rp(z) > 0 and Sp rp > 1.   Let v be the number of elements in S, and

choose a positive integer A so large that  v/A < t].   We have A < [2„ Arp] <

Sp [Arp] + v; and therefore, if B = A - v > 0, then B < 19 [Arp(z)].  So there ex-

ists bp = bpiz) such that b9 is an integer and

(26) 0 < b9 < [Ar„(z)] < At¿z),      Z fy = ß.

There are only a finite number of possibilities for each bp.   So, if L e F, we may

assume, for each $ £ S,  bp = i>„(z) takes on the same value for infinitely many

solutions z = (x, y) of (23); i.e., we may assume bp takes on a value depending

only on L and not on z.   By (26), if we set lp = i>p/A, then

O^P^V        ¿Zl9=B/A = iA-v)/A>l-r,.

Then (25) implies there are infinitely many solutions of

(27) inf\l,\Ly-yy\p\<ei[z\)h.

Now np eit)lf < e0)1-7?.   Therefore, since f°y° tnm~ ^(i)1-17 dt converges, we see

that the set Eib), b = ib9)peS, for which (27) has infinitely many solutions, has

measure zero.   But F Ç \JEib) where the union is over all tuples b = ibp) with

bp > 0 and Sp bp = B.   So the measure of F is also zero.   This proves Proposi-

tion 7.

If we apply Propositon 7 to the transposed system M of s forms in r vari-

ables, we find that by taking git) so that

poo tnm-1

(28) J ' w/¿r"-v   converges'

then almost all L have type < g.   So, for a g satisfying (28) and a i/r satisfying

conditions (ii)—(v), we have that formula (4) holds for almost all L.

It may be possible that Proposition 7 can be refined, and therefore a better

metric theorem would result.   For example, in the case k = Q, S = P  , almost all

systems have type < log +rtt, while Proposition 7 can never give a type any bet-

ter than Oita).  Also, in the case k = Q and S consists of one p-adic prime, one

can show almost all systems L have type < logI+7?r (see the Khinchin metric

theorem in [6] where it is shown that almost all p-adic systems

\L¿*-y¿,<4&       f»max{|*|,|y.||
id

have only a finite number of solutions, if teit) is decreasing and S tm~ leit)r < »).

However, if S contains more than one infinite prime it seems unlikely the integral

in Proposition 7 can be improved to anything better than
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¡"t"'-^:)'log At)-1 dt

since, for example, the measure of the set

iia, b) eR2:infjl, |a|jinf|l, |è|}<ej

is of the form 2«(l + 2 log t~1).

In the case s <r our theorem will still hold if we replace the definition of

type with the following definition of 0-type:

Definition.   Let g: R+ —» R+ be an increasing function, and let 0: R+ —» &J.

Define At) by the formulas

e»0) = 0p(f)   for ft e S0,

fpO) = (At)r/s\ifAt)\s )~Vn   tot ft e Px,

Then we say the system L has 0-type < g, if Miy) - x. < A[y]),  1 < ; < s, has

only finitely many solutions y e Qr and x e 0s.

In this case we may apply the Khinchin convergence theorem (Proposition 6)

directly to obtain the following metric corollary to the type theorem:

Proposition8.   Assume s<r.   If f¡ git)~st~  dt converges and conditions

(ii) through (v) of the type theorem hold, then

\ÍN)~y¡Nitsn-1\ijAt)\Tsdt

for almost all systems L.
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